
Jeff Berwick: Vaxville – The Total Enslavement of the Human Race Engineered by
Kill Gates and Satan Klaus (VIDEO 56 min)

Description

“Vexille: That was 10 years ago just after the government implemented the whole isolation policy. We
began hearing reports of a mass epidemic, some unknown disease in the country. The details were
vague at first, nothing of the cause or transmission of the disease, only that it was highly contagious
and, in most cases, fatal.

Before the general public even had time to react the government declared a state of emergency and
ordered a mandatory vaccination program, “For our protection” they said. As it turns out that was the
beginning of our nightmare.

The disease was a complete government fabrication, and the supposed vaccine they were injecting
into everyone in reality it was a cyber virus developed by Daiwa. The virus has a mutated effect on the
cells of the body. It alters the molecular structure and converts them into biometals, essentially turning
us into machines from the inside out.

There is no way to stop it, and to make things worse the cyber virus was still early in its experimental
phase.

Child asks: What do you mean?

Male responds: Daiwa didn’t even know if it would work. It had never been tested on a large scale so
they turned Japan into their own private laboratory.

Vexillle: When it does work, the virus gradually progresses through the body until it reaches the brain.
At that point we become perfect androids under Daiwa’s control.

The speed of the process differs from person to person. Those of us who have yet to be fully
assimilated, as best we can, we hold on to those fragments of our humanity that still remain but even
now, we can feel them slipping further and further away.” –– Vexville, a 2007 anime film about
Japanese Isolation and mandatory mRNA injections in 2077 (as transcribed by StateoftheNation.co)
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The no.1 goal is to get the spike protein in your body!

Have you noticed how the keyboard warriors who are dying to believe in the plandemic and the vaxx
always say “show me scientific proof”, and “just ask the doctors”, but then when you show them
scientific proof and doctors’ statements that don’t fit their preferred narrative, they just ghost it?

Let them. There is little hope for anyone who still doesn’t get that ALL the animals died in the mRNA
trials; and ambulances standing by at vaccination centers; and the FDA suddenly adding heart
inflammation warnings on the info leaflets after injecting people for close to a year –– are NOT
NORMAL!

If the past 15 months have been an indication of people’s gullibility it’s easy to see why the Elite don’t
care too much about putting their plans on the table for all to see. The Cabal can appear in the shape
of a glowing Beelzebubian goat and hand over its blueprint – and their worshippers will use it as a
paper table cover to sop up their spilled Dr. Peppers while fighting off the COVAIDS.

What few people realize is that silence is implied or tacit consent. In other words, unless you say no,
you said yes.

In today’s video a bit more about what the world has to look forward to if we don’t resist NOW. It’s not
speculation, or theory, or crystal ball magic. Just cold, hard economics. Let me give you a clue: it’s
called austerity, and you’re not going to like it one little bit…
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